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Overview

1. Mechanisms of successful research networking.

2. The importance of research capacity building 

3. The importance of networks to avoid parallel research and save money

4. Introducing a practical model of a National Network in Iran.
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• Understand the language and practice of research



Why a Research Network?
• Cross dialogue & understanding between services to 

improve outcomes for people with coexisting issues.

http://www.dsperformancegroup.com/?submit=WTB



Why a Research Network?

• Enhanced relationships between academic 
researchers,institutes,users,and the community

• All having same or similar objectives

“The real voyage of discovery 
consists of not seeking new 

landscapes but in having new eyes.”

Marcel Proust



VISION

Research networks are established to broaden involvement of research centers, 
societies, researchers..…, to promote the value of research, improve quality and to 
increase the application of research evidence to everyday practice
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AIMS of Research Networks
• Supports individuals and organisations to develop their research 

capacity.

• Develop and promote appropriate research collaborations and 
relationships with and between academic researchers, research 
centres, and other sectors. 

• Promotes understanding of co-existing issues across the subject 

• Promotes and assist access to, use and application of evidence based 
practice or policy and service delivery models... 

• Advocates to increasing research funding opportunities, and liaises
with relevant bodies to promote the involvement of the other 
sectors in research related activities. 



Building Research Collaboration Networks

• While collaboration is increasingly recognized to be important for 
research, research networks are still not adequately recognized as a 
form of research capacity in the literature. 

• Research is a knowledge creation activity and inter-personal research 
collaboration networks are important for knowledge cross-
fertilization and research productivity. 

• Research networks complements capacity building at individual, 
organizational and inter-organizational levels. 

• Networks agree with sharing data and services; data use, shared 
publications, they may develop repositories or share (repositories, 
tools, and expertise) using shared Platforms.
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• However, building research collaborations can be challenging. Three 
key issues should be considered:

• Collaboration networks have non-linear effect on research     
productivity. 

• Fostering heterogeneous communications can be contradicting and 
thus challenging. 

• Building research networks may require shift of research 
management philosophy and invention of analytical tools for 
research management. 
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• Increasingly, researchers are working in collaborations to address complex 
research issues. Institutes may provide incentives to their researchers to 
take part in national or international collaborative projects. 

• Funding agencies favors collaborative research to draw diverse expertise, 
promote creativity and innovations

• Social networks have been the subject in social sciences for at least 50 
years but has only been recently applied to research collaborations. 

• In social network theory, there is assumption that outcomes can be 
associated with the connections. 

• Social network theory is developed to explain why people interact, how
they interact, at what level of closeness and with what kind of outcome
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Institute B’s intentional connections provide greater opportunity for research collaboration than does 
Institute A wherein the researchers work in isolation. 



Collaboration is Important for Research

• The observed growth in co-authorship provides partial evidence for 
increased collaborations in research. 

• There is no clear definition on research collaboration in the literature. 
Many forms of collaboration,such as casual discussion on a research idea 
exist, but it’s hard to be measured as evidence of collaboration. 

• Research collaboration is regarded as joint work between researchers in 
achieving research objectives i.e., joint grantsmanship and co-authoring 
publications.

• There are at least four reasons for researchers/institutes to collaborate:1-
the need to address complex or large-scale research issues;2- the need to 
improve productivity in research;3- the need to reduce research cost and 
avoid parallel works, 4- the need for intellectual companionship.
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• Collaboration is important for sustainable development in knowledge
creation. The “United Nations Sustainable Development” indicated that
knowledge and capacity may be replaced or refreshed fast.

• Thus, continuous learning and knowledge transfer are critical.This may
bring together researchers with culturally different ideas which create
conditions for new knowledge creation.

• Collaboration may reduce research costs.Collaboration of experimentalists
tend to be more than theoreticians. In experimental research, the
instrumentations required are getting increasingly complex with new
technology and considerably increasing costs.

• Thus,research costs can be shared and research facilities can be better
optimized and utilized with collaboration.
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Research Capacity Building and Collaboration Networks

• Building research capacity is a key to both the survival of research 
institutes and universities and their attainment of thier missions.

• The inter-personal communications within institution are 
inadequately recognized as a form of research capacity

• Collaboration Networks are a Form of Buidling Research Capacity
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Capacity Building at Organizational Level

• Research capacity, defied as organizational enablers, such as pro-
research environments. The assumption is to remove organizational 
factors that restrict research and to establish enabling factors that are 
absent. 

• This involves improving organizational factors, such as research 
policy, cluture and structure. 

• The “United Nations Development Programme” (2008) highlighted 
policy, leadership, strategy and institutional reform as the enablers 
for research and capacity building. 
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Capacity Building at Inter-Organizational Level

• Building inter-organizational linkages deals with the external factors, 
it’s networking and engagements of others like stakeholders and the 
community.

• This approach needs partnership too. The partnerships strengthen 
inter-organizational relations like research partnerships among 
universities

• The community engagement aims to transform users from passive to 
active participants. Underpinning this approach is the notion of 
empowering beneficiaries. 
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Collaboration Network and Individual’s Advantage 

• At individual level, a researcher may gain advantage over other 
researchers in the same network. 

• Researchers holding bridging roles can connect different network 
clusters/institutes/researchers. 

• These researchers know how to access a greater diversity of 
knowledge, bring about perspectives from different disciplines or 
fields, and facilitate knowledge creation

• They can generate new insights that, when working individually on 
their own, would not have been grasped.
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• But,there may be no trust between Researchers to collaborate.

• Researchers have great autonomy and freedom in engaging in 
research. 

• They often do not have perfect information in choosing the right 
collaborator.

• Even if they do, they tend to collaborate with those who they trust, 
rather than the one who has the right complementary knowledge 
and skill. 
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Some Barriers



Collaboration Network May Lead to Collective Advantage

• First, if a network has few connections, not much power can be 
achieved. 

• Highly connected research collaboration network potentially has 
more power. They have better creativity and productivity.

• Second, even when two networks have the same number of 
collaboration connections, one network may gain more advantage 
over the other due to how the connections are structured in each 
network. 

• Dependency creates high risk of network disruption. In the event that 
Researchers resign or leave the institute, knowledge flow between 
the two clusters/institutes will diminish.
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The Mechanisms of Building Collaboration Networks

• Distrust explains why most research collaborations are conducted by informal 
groups. Binding by trust rather than institutional arrangements.

• Individuals are more likely to be friends if they are located geographically close to 
each other. 

• Researchers who collaborate, more than half of their collaborations are with 
colleagues in their same institute. 

• Thus, turning physical proximity into social proximity and then to 
research productivity is important in building research collaboration 
networks.

• Compared to establishing a new network, it is more effective to build 
research collaborations in existing networks.
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ENCR:An Example of Research Networks

• The European Network of Cancer Registries (ENCR), 

established within the framework of the Europe Against Cancer 

Programme of the European Commission, has been in 

operation since 1990.

• The ENCR promotes 1-collaboration between cancer 

registries 2- defines data collection standards,3- provides 

training for cancer registry personnel and regularly 

disseminates information on incidence and mortality from 

cancer in the European Union and Europe.
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Conclusion 

• Research networks are important to enhance productivity

• Best developed from the bottom-up, rather than superimposed from 
top-down. 

• However, the literature does not provide an adequate understanding 
of how to build and evaluate research networks to improve research 
productivity. 
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• Networks of clinical experts are increasingly being established.It represent a shift away 
from hierarchical, bureaucratic organisation of healthcare services. 

• Broadly, clinical networks work across institutional and professional boundaries, and allow 
for continuous working relationships and flow of knowledge about best practice between 
individuals and organisations. 

• With this shared aim, clinical networks have been established in the United Kingdom (UK), 
other parts of Europe, Australia, Canada, and the United States (US). 

• The use of networks to reduce fragmentation and increase efficient and seamless 
integration of service delivery is well established in other public services. 

• However, the question remains: does the planning and delivery of services through clinical 
networks improve quality of care,uptake of practice guidelines and patients outcomes? 

• The term "clinical network" has been used to describe many variants of networks. 
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Clinical Networks



• Cardiac services

• Cancer

• Diabetes

• Neonatal Care

• Effectiveness of clinical networks to improve patient
outcomes and ……………
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Building a National Patient-Centered 

Clinical Research Network
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National Patient-Centered Clinical 

Research Network
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Patient Organizations



What the Ideal Data Network Will Do

Ideal Data 
Infrastructure 

for Multicentric 
Networks

Covers large, 
diverse 

populations 

Allows for  
capture of 

longitudinal data

Capacity for 
collecting patient 

data like DR

Active 
engagement of 
rsearchers and 

users in 
governance of 

data use 

Is efficient in 
terms of costs 

for data 
acquisition, 

storage, analysis

Linkages to health 
systems for rapid 

dissemination
of findings

Capable of 
randomization—
at individual and 

cluster levels

What an Ideal Work the Network Will Do?
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Features of successful clinical networks - facilitators and barriers

Facilitators of network success Barriers to network success 

-Sufficient resources(funding, administration and human)

-Availability of information and communication technologies

-A bottom-up, locally-initiated and driven approach to network 
implementation, with subsequent formalization.

-A positive, trusting culture where networks are seen as desirable to 
share knowledge, and there is open and inclusive communication, 
clinician engagement and widespread stakeholder participation

-The norms and values of the network are compatible with those of 
the organizations involved

-Strong leadership, particularly by clinical leaders and network 
managers using a facilitative approach

-Inclusive membership in the network, like representation of
patients and other stakeholders

-Engagement at different levels of the health care system

-Evidence based work plans and projects that address issues 
identified by network members, particularly gaps in current practice, 
with goals that are feasible and can be objectively measured

-Supportive policy environments and links with government agencies

-Lack of funding and resources

-Tension, distrust and competition (particularly over resources) 
between network members

-An imbalance of power between network members

-Poor communication and unwillingness to collaborate

-Lack of confidence in the ability of network leaders and managers

-Lack of representation of key stakeholders in certain contexts (e.g. 
rural interests)

-Poor record keeping and documentation, which made it difficult to
measure the impact of network initiatives and track progress

-A top-down approach of network implementation, or where
implementation is mandated, led by external organizations, and/or
decision-making powers and responsibilities are maintained by
external parties, so limiting the powers of network members
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شبکه تحقیقات قلب و عروق ایران



تاریخچه شبکه تحقیقات قلب و عروق

 اوری و در راستای سیاست کلی معاونت تحقیقاا  و ن ا1390در سال
عه وزرا  بهداشت، درمان و آموزش پزشکی مب ای بات تاسای  و توسا

قلا  و شبکه های تحقیقاتی در زمی ه هاای متتلا ، شابکه تحقیقاا 
در شااورای 1390/5/22عااتوا ااااتان نیااز راز اناادازی و در تااارا  

.تنتگستتش دانشگاههای علوم پزشکی کشور مورد تصوا  قتار گ



مصوبه شورای گسترش



اولین جلسه شورای راهبردی 

یرانشبکه ملی تحقیقات قلب و عروق ا

مرکز قلب تهران
1390بهمن 13
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اساسنامه پیشنهادی 

شبکه ملی تحقیقات قلب و عروق
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(ماموریت)رسالت 

درمانوتشخیصپیشگیری،زمینهدرکالنتحقیقاتهدفمندکردنوتوانمندسازیساماندهی،•
درخدماتانگیرندگوکاربراننیازبهپاسخگوئیوعلمتولیدمنظوربهعروقیقلبیبیماریهای

واجتماعیومحیطیعواملیاجامعهسطحدرآنخطرسازعواملوبیماریبارکاهشجهت
.استجامعهسالمتارتقاینهایتاً
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باتشكر
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